
Carnage at Klins Cairn 

 

Figure 1. Doris the Doomweaver-Dark Elf General, atop her trusty steed Flappy the Bastard. 
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THE STORY SO FAR  
Ulthreds’ engineers have finally finished a brand new top of the range steam tank.  An escort 

has been mustered to escort this prized possession to the war front in the west to further bolster his 

forces against the constant stream of Greenskins pouring down from Burst Bottom Mountain.  

The last rest stop they can make before they make the final leg and join the muster is the little 

hamlet of Dontcomeherenomore - A dingy little dwelling but better than nothing.  

However, a ruthless band of dread Elf slavers have infiltrated the war line from the south intent on 

pillaging and enslaving Greenskin brutes and humble villagers alike. Ulthred has no alternative but to 

secure the back line of the war effort and protect the hamlet, especially if he wants to rest up and 

regroup before the final slog.  

Ulthred brings his foe to battle south west of the hamlet, a valley or basin expanse close to the 

haunted cairn of Kiln. Kiln was once a mighty tribal chieftain ancestor his remains now hidden, 

entombed beneath the hill. However rumour in the hamlet has it that there’s been some strange 

going on over there of late. 

 

Figure 2. L to R. EoS General Count Crispy Bits, Pyrohag Inflamia and BSB Baron Fluffsalot. 

THE BATTLE 
Betwixt the two players they decided on a straight forward battle line deployment and rolled up 

hold the centre objective. 



 

Figure 3. An Objectives eye view of the battlefield. 

 

  



THE FORCES 
2500 point battle between Ulthreds’ Empire of Sohnstal and Nemeroths’ Dread Elves. 

 

The Dread Elf force looked thus: 

 

 

Their Spells looked thus: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The EoS contingent looked thus: 

 

 

And their spells thus: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



And the Battle-Wine looked thus: 

 

  



DEPLOYMENT 
To cut a long story short Ulthred decided to slap his entire force down straight away, he had his 

hands and mind full of orders for his troops and needed to get it right in one fell swoop. Thereby not 

only stealing the initiative from the dread elves but ensuring he got a preliminary round of shooting 

in to the most desirable priority targets.  

His main battle line of infantry took up formation near the house, while his chicken knights held the 

furthest flank. 

Baldrick, his new, fresh, valeted steam tank closely held his other flank. 

 

And from the back: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



In response, Nemeroth took up position thus wise: 

 

Note, at the furthest flank, just beyond the woods harbouring the crossbowen, are the artillery 

pieces and raptor knights facing off against the surly chicken knights. 

 

VANGUARD 
I’m pretty sure there wasn’t any. 

 

  



EOS TURN 1 
Movement: 

Naturally Ulthred got the first turn and rammed his chicken knights straight down the throat of the 

dino knights, his general whooping and jeering rambunctiously all the while.  

Meanwhile, down the length of the battle line orders were barked out. The heavy infantry units 

straddle the house which the crossbow men leapt into with gay abandon. The pyromancer cavorted 

into range and line of sight of the Elven artillery and proceeded to moon them with gusto. 

N.B - From here on in it’s just easier to say Ulthred did a remarkable job of remembering and issuing 

the right orders at the right time. These are shown by these funky little markers he’s produced. Just 

see what you can do with some up cycled wooden off cuts! Set to people! 

 

Baldrick the Steam tank huffed and puffed its way across the field and readied its cannon for some 

elf battery. 

 



MAGIC: 

Magic rendered the number 2 card, with only altered sight getting off on a repeater bolt thrower.

 

 

SHOOTING: 

Twixt the steam cannon and the garrisoned crossbows the Empire team only took down three paltry 

sword and board elves. 

 

Unbeknownst to the two generals, due to the coalescence of dark magics and the amount of Battle-

Wine imbibed by yours truly, strange things were happing within the mysterious hill south west of 

the hamlet.  

The notorious Necromancer Peppa pig limbed out of the darkness of Klins Cairn and surved the 

battlefield, a wicked gleam in his or her eye. Shortly, his stiff and dusty bodyguard Klin joined him 

mounted on his trust war steed Benjy. As Peppa spreads her arms and chortles deeply, the elven 

casualties twitch unnaturally. 



 

Figure 4. Arise my minions! Arise! 

 

  



ELF TURN 1 
Movement: 

CHARGE! 

The Raptor Riders smash into the impetuous empire general and his retinue. 

 

Figure 5. Ker-Runch! Ker-Squawk! Ker-Grrr! Ker-Crikey! 

Meanwhile the elf battle line surges forward to take the tank on early. 

 

Figure 6. The pointy ears approach heedless of the metal juggernaut steaming toward them. 

And while such militaristic things are progressing the DE general, behind the watermill, flaps about 

aimlessly. 



 

Figure 7. Behold, the iron hand of Nemeroth! 

MAGIC: 

The sorceress plucked power from the veil and mustered up the Number 5 card. She managed to 

bequeath her Tower Guard Truth of Time but that was all. 

 

 



SPIKEY SHOOTING: 

The two Bolt Throwers, one of which was still hexed, took a cheeky bead on the mooning 

Pyrowench. In a flicker they leave her a greasy cindered smear smouldering between the building 

and lake. Ulthreds’ shoulder sagged and he vowed to get rewengay for this outrage. 

 

Figure 8. The Pyrowitch, shortly before her premature and agonising death. Advantage Nemeroth. 

Lady Luck wasn’t finished with Ulthred yet however, as the nearby halberds saw the unlikely and 

sudden demise of the witch and decided they’d rather not meet the same fate. Who could blame 

them? So they hightailed it away losing one of their number to the treacherous lake. Luckily the 

Crossbowmen housed and safe were undeterred. 



 

Figure 9. The halberdiers flee after witnessing the demise of the Pyrowoman. ‘Leg it!’ 

The crossbows skulking around in the woods open fire into the backs of the retreating soldiers but 

only kill one. 

 

COMBAT: 

The Empire General swigs his potion of Intiativeness and makes ready with his flame breath weapon. 

Unfortunately all such attacks whiff. 

Between both companies of knights it’s a bit of a pillow fight with only a handful of casualties a side. 

It could have been much worse though, for both combatants! 

 



The grizzled remnants of the previous turns fallen stagger to attend the Necromancer, including the 

recently drowned and pin cushioned halberdiers and hen pecked raptor knights. The foul sorcerers’ 

stock is rising! 

 

  



EOS TURN 2 
 

Ambulation: 

Orders occurred and other than the tank gunning towards the Dread Legionnaires no charges were 

issued. Unfortunately the tank fell just short of contact the jeering elves. It was now in a rather tight 

spot. But no guts, no glory. 

 

Figure 10. Baldrick can’t quite reach his quarry. 

The lily livered halberdiers continued to flee, luckily not taking further dangerous terrain casualties. 

 



 

Figure 11. ‘Leg it some more!’ 

 

Figure 12. The end of the EOS movement phase. 



 

Figure 13. A spikey elf perspective of the situation. 

SHOTS: 

As there was no EoS magic wizards left Ulthreds boys went straight on to shooting. Between the 

steam canon and garrisoned crossbows they managed to down 4 elite elves in the pointiest of 

helms. 

 



BASHING: 

The Griffon Knights finally finished off the Raptor Knights with minimal damage on the return. It is 

worth noting that again the General failed to achieve anything of significant. We started to wonder 

whether his Potion of Swiftness was actually a gourd of cheap vodka. All the same, the knights 

swung about to face the Dread Elf Bolt Throwers. 

 

Figure 14. The triumphant, if blurry chicken knights fight their way clear of the Raptors. 

 

Figure 15. More servants join Peppas’ un-deathly throng! 

  



DREAD ELVES TURN 2 
MANOUVERS: 

Charge! The Dread Legionnaires assault the front of the tank while the Tower Guard go for the flank. 

With the latter’s Magic Banner of Tank Killing Nemeroth felt confident he could smash it in one go. 

 

Figure 16. The eleven host bravely surrounds the steam tank. Does anybody else smell wee? 

The woodlands erupted and out sprang the Dread Elves Crossbows intent on defending the flanks of 

the sword and board elves. The General on Pegasus flapped about in the rear guard preparing a 

sorcerous barrage. The harpies take up a chaffing position behind the now vulnerable artillery 

battery. 

 



SPELLING: 

The evil sorceress was dealt the Number 1 card and set about a whirl wind of rapturous arm 

flapping, wand wagging and tongue curling. However every spell attempted either failed or was 

dispelled. Curses! 

FIRING: 

The crossbow elves pepper the Imperial Guard to no avail. However, the Bolt throwers lower their 

sights on the now depleted block of chicken knights. A lucky large bolt strikes the empire 

commander clean from his saddle in a shower of noble blood! The other machine peppered the rest 

of the chickens but not much damage occurred. Luckily the chickens didn’t falter. 

 

Figure 17. No sooner had the Empire generals body rolled to a stop, unnatural forces began to pluck at his twitching corpse. 

HITTING: 

The combined assaults of the Dread Elves managed to take 3-4 wounds off the metal monster and in 

return it ground down 7-8 Tower Guard. At the end of the fracas both sides well still standing and 

unwilling to budge. 



 

Figure 18. The brave elves damage the steel leviathan but not enough to finish the job. Ulthred wipes the perspiration from 
his brow and cackles with glee. 

Back on Kilns Cairn, Peppa is accumulating quite a force from the casualties, mwah ha ha haaaa! 

 

  



 

EOS TURN 3 
MOVEMENTS: 

CHARGE! The human battle line surges forward into combat supported by appropriate orders. The 

Spearmen get into the flank of the Tower Guard and the Imperial Guard crash into the Crossbow 

Elves. The enraged chicken knights go full bore into the artillery battery. 

 

At this point the rather soggy halberd unit still hasn’t rallied. 

 

Figure 19. Charge! Revenge! 



 

Figure 20. Kersplatt! Wham! Zzapp! 

PEW-PEW: 

The keen eyed crossbowmen in the building made a cheeky play for the Dread Elf General from right 

across the board…And perforate her in one round! Payback time! The poor sorceress’ flying donkey 

is smashed to bits. Woe is poor Nemeroth, fate teases him like a meat pie waved under the nose of a 

chained fat man. 



 

Figure 21. ‘Ready...Aim...’ 



 

Figure 22. 'FIRE!' 'Aiiieeeee!' 

SLAYING: 

The Imperial Guard do half a good job and rob the crossbows of 4 men with no damage in return. 

The elves flee and the Generals finest turn to face the flank of the Dread Legion. 

 

Meanwhile their spear armed brethren go to town alongside the tank. Kersplop! 



 

Both units of elves can’t stand the heat and break in different directions. The whole elf battle line 

crumbles in an instant. The angry human battle line manages to restrain pursuit, reforming their 

lines and holding the objective. 

 

Figure 23. The Elf battle line is broken! ‘Sod this! We’re outta here’ 



 

Figure 24. Now I can definitely smell wee. 

 

At this juncture we’re all throwing our hats, wine and rabbits about the place in jubilation. What an 

unexpected turn around! I’ll just quickly wrap up the rest of the battle and conclude.  

The Tower Guard and Legionnaires never rallied and exited the battlefield just before the end of 

play. The crossbow guys did rally back in the forest again only to have the steam tank blunder into 

them at full pelt reducing them to a smooth pate’. The chicken knights crushed the entire bolt 

thrower battery and then went on to hunt down and kill the elusive harpies. While this was 

happening the Guardsmen and Spearmen were racking up crazy points guarding the Battle 

Objective. 



 

Figure 25. And that, Sirs, is... 

 

Figure 26. …GAME! 



END GAME 
WOOOOOOOWWWW! What a game! By the end of turn 2 Ulthred was about ready to throw in the 

heavily soiled towel. By the end of turn 4 Nemeroth was ready to strangle Ulthred with the soiled 

towel. 

What an incredible turn around. Both sides slew the enemy wizard and general. Both sides suffered 

from poor moral and crap magic. Shooting, when it actually worked, made a huge difference, but 

that was few and far between. 

I think both generals will concur when I say this game was all down to manoeuvring and out 

manoeuvring. Whether through good luck or bad, it was the movement that made this game what it 

was. 

Both played a fine game, absolutely all things and every phase considered. Although I haven’t really 

mentioned it the scenery was utilised and played a part. For instance the building keeping the 

crossbows safe for the entirety of the battle. The cliffs bottle necking the Elven assault.  

For the Steam Tanks first outing it did marvellously, despite myself and Nemeroth thinking it’d get 

crushed in short order. It and the chicken knights really pulled in some hefty points, well done 

Ulthred. And kudos to his crossbowmen who shot the dark Pegasus out from under the DE General. 

Likewise, MVP for the Dread Elves has to go to the Bolt Thrower battery for taking out the EoS 

general. Damn fine luck. 

Anyways, Nemeroth earned himself 765 points. While Ulthred bagged himself a morbidly obese 

2950 points. At that were looking at a 17 – 3 win for the Empire of Sonnstal. However, after applying 

the secondary objective Ulthred got a nice fat 20-0! 

 

But the real winner here was Peppa Pig with her fresh horde of, mainly elvish, undead. ‘Now let’s see 

about taking the Hamlet for myself! On to glory!’ 

 

Figure 27. Mwah ha ha haaaaa! Now to eat the winner! 

 



Now then Ulthred and Nemeroth, I’d like to hear your comments and feedback on the game, the 

forces/ lists and the 2.0 rules. Or just a general chat. Because you were the actual guys playing this 

insane and thoroughly rewarding game. I was just the guy sitting about with a camera and wine. 


